Redefining the Possibilities
The Lightedge LED offers unparalleled aesthetics combined with superior performance and future-proof options, ideal for commercial office and modern education applications. Inspiring new design possibilities for your space, the Lightedge LED enhances the environments where people work and learn.

The Intersection of Science, Visual Appeal, and Precision Illumination
The Lightedge LED blends strong design integrity with visual appeal using the band effect developed by Ernst Mach. The shadowed cut out design using the reflected light off the ceiling allow the twin edges to appear brighter, creating our unique edge of light.

Superior Performance
The eldoLED® driver delivers smooth and flicker-free deep dimming performance to dark. Peerless continues to set the benchmark in optical design using our Softshine™ lens to create a visually comfortable environment.

Key Features
• Five color temperatures offered 2700K, 3000K, 3500K, 4000K or 5000K CCT
• 80+ and 90+ CRI
• 12 different lumen outputs (3 for uplight and 4 for downlight)
Powerful Dimming Control

The dual dimming option allows you to dim the uplight and downlight separately. Dual dimming provides the ability to create different moods to enhance the space, increasing the design possibilities for your application.
nLight®

The nLight networked digital lighting control system is easy to use, easy to install and saves energy. Using only standard CAT-5e cable, nLight networks together occupancy sensors, wall stations, and digital LED luminaires to create a digital lighting system with unmatched flexibility. nLight easily scales from one room to an entire campus to create a lighting control solution that’s perfect for your space.

nLight® AIR

nLight AIR is a simple wireless lighting control solution complete with Acuity Brands LED fixtures with embedded smart sensor and wireless nLight AIR wall switches. nLight AIR allows you to confidently and quickly finish the job and move on to the next one with an easy to install wireless lighting control solution – fewer devices, no wires! A perfect solution for renovations where running wires can be time consuming. Start-up is streamlined with the CLAIRITY™ app.
A+ Certified solutions from Acuity Brands help you quickly and confidently select and implement lighting systems, for indoor or outdoor applications, that are both compatible and consistent.

For lighting applications, A+ means verified consistent performance, visual appearance and system interoperability of all luminaires and controls within the certified solution.

For lighting professionals, it means confidence that all parts of the lighting system will work together and meet common Acuity Brands specifications.

Go to www.acuitybrands.com/aplus or contact your local Acuity Brands representative for more information.